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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING/AGREEMENT is executed on 16.09.2022 

BETWEEN 

Newton School having their registered office/ place of business at Sona Towers, 3rd 

Floor, No.2, 26, 27 and 3 Krishna Nagar Industrial Area, Hosur Rd, Bengaluru, 

Karnataka-560029 through Mr. Shashank Chandel as its authorized representative. 

AND 

EduMinerva Society having their registered office/ place of business at Bharati 

Vidyapeeth's College of Engineering, Paschirn Vlhar, New Delhi, Delhi-110063 

through Ms. Riya Gupta as its authorized representative. 

The Objective/ Purpose of this MOU is to ensure cooperation between Newton 

School and EduMinerva Society on the following terms and conditions: 

EduMinerva, BVCOE Delhi Deliverables: 

1. Collaborators will be supporting Newton School by bringing in more participants
for the 5 events hosted by Newton School for 5 months in a year. 

2. Students must beat the drum for 3 coding contests and 2 webinars twice a month 

during the period of this collaboration.

3. The content will be posted on social media handles of EduMinerva, BVP Delhi will 

be provided by Neton School. Students will be given the chance to be creative and 

liberty to post any additional content approved by the Newton School for advertising.

4. The token of appreciation/goodies by Newton School will be presented in the 
name of Newton School while the winners are being announced.

5. The premier event of Newton School The Grand Coding Contest' must be given 
undivided attention and to be promoted in the month of December, other event 

dates will be flexible and decided with students as per the calendar of college. 



Newton School Deliverables:

1. Newton school will be the sponsor of 2 Events (1 individual event and 1 team event) 

in a year. 

2. For events with registrations of 

S00 and below: The rewarded goodies will comprise of mugs, bottles, notebooks, 

pens, stickers. 

1T-shirt will also be rewarded along with the goodies mentioned above 

3. Newton school will also beat the drum for EduMinerva, BVCOE's coding contests 

on its portal and promote it on discord at free of cost [content to be provided by 

EduMinerva, BVP Delhi]. 

4. The MOU can be upgraded in the future if any new feature is to be added from 

Newton School or if the society has shown exceptional work throughout the period. 

5. The club event winners will also be given a chance to intern at Newton school in 

the technical (starting- Rs 7000) and marketing (starting - Rs 6000) departments

with proper screening and availability.

6. Top 3 promoters in every coding contest will be rewarded with 3 goodies by 

Newton School. 

ie 
Riya Gupta Mr.Shashank Dr.Jolly Parikh Dr.Dharmender Saini 

(President, EduMinerva) (Newton School) (Faculty Head, Eduminerva) (Principal,BvcOE) 


